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**Cat Food in Thailand**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Cat food has become the key growth driver for major companies

Wet cat food benefits from premiumisation

Inflation and higher cost of living favour mid-priced brands

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Higher competition in the forecast period, as all brands aim for premiumisation

Pet humanisation trend will drive growth for wet cat food

Rising sophistication of pet owners presents opportunities for therapeutic cat food
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Dog Food in Thailand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Inflation disrupts price platforms in dog food
Premium segment remains the key growth driver for dog food in Thailand
Dog population continues to grow amidst urbanisation

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

SMEs to drive innovation in dog food in Thailand
Pet influencers create opportunities to reach the target audience more efficiently
Pet events and pet expos will help boost sales of dog food
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**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Sluggish recovery as the effect of the pandemic lingers
Inflation and higher cost of living limit consumption of other pet food

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Fish food and small mammal/reptile food anticipated to perform well
Potential for premiumisation in other pet food
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**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Pet dietary supplements gains traction in line with the pet humanisation trend
Inflationary pressure shifts consumers’ spending behaviour
Growing cat population drives a wider range of options for cats

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Pet products set to maintain its dynamism over the forecast period
Opportunities for pet dietary supplements as consumers’ knowledge and sophistication rise
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